
C}l\PTER I 

Kant's Theory of Synthetic a Priori 

I 
Kant's critical philosophy may be called esseptially •an. 

enquiry into the nature and 'function of synthetic ~ prio.tJ. 

1 
judgements•.. The expression 'synthetic a priori• i$ 

ty~ically Kantian in the sense that no philosopher before 

Kant clearly thought of combining tht! terms • synthetic • and 

• a priori • together to form that expressicn. It is not the 

case that the idea of combining those two terms sanehow 

escaped the attenti<:tl o:i: th~ p;-e-Kantian philosoph~r~. : The 

fact rather is that tbtt:y we.r~ n?t ready tQ oOJ'Qbine• ,fmd it 

would not be misleadinc;, to say that it is under this. 

background that the expression •synthetic a priori' draws 

so much attentioq from all ~arters. It may be said that 

though some.of the predecessors o£ Kant, like Hume and · 

Leibniz, hold that all a priori judgments are analytic, all 
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. 
are not of the same opinion. Lock.e has recognised t~e 

existence of synthetic a priori judgments. Hence. Kant can 

not claim origin aLL ty in the act of combining 'the terms 

• synthetic • and •· a priori 1 together. But this is a gross 

mistake, since Kant does not mean by synthetic a priori 

judgm~nts exactly what his predecessors mean When they 

affirm or deny synthetic a priori judgements. Kant's 

predecessors use the term • a priori •, as it is e.pplie<:l to 

judgz:nent, in the traditional Bense, , uhich is different from 
I 

Kant 1·S sense of ·the term. c. D .. Broad observes • ••• Locke 

held that there are in fact pl~ty of judgments which are 

both a priori in the traditional secse and synthetic. 

others, e.g., LeibQiz held that this 'is a mist'ake, and that 

all judgments which are a priori in the traditional sense 

mus~ be analytic• 2 • 

But the use of the e~pression •synthetic a priori• is 

not clear enough in Kanb 1 111 philosophy. In the first 

2 

.. 

•critique• i.e., 9£itigyo~~e Reason Kant has used the 

express~on "tlith reference to judgment or. cognition. '!'his does 

not mean that the expression can not be intelligibly used 

beyond that context even if we use the terms, 1 synthetic • 

and 1 a prio1:i • in Kant 1 s sense of the terms. But what is more 

impOrt£1nt j.S th~t i1; WOUld not be Wt;Ofl9 tO hold that Kant IS 

I . 
uoe of the expressi<m' •synthetic a p:t:iori' in his other two 
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•critiques• is not exactly similar to that of the first 
J 

I 

I call this •more important• since.Kant's own 

claim in this respect ia ~ometh!ng radically different. In 

what follows \'le shall, of course, confine our discussic::o of 

the 1 synthetic a priori' within the first 1 ori tique' • 

f.- II .J 

With reference to judgment ilo philosopher before Kant used 

the expression 'synbhetio a pric;>ri'. JUdgments are either 

analytic a priori or synbhetic a posteriori. 'Hith~rto, both 

by the s·ensationalists and by the rationalists, all synthetic 

judgrnents·have been regarde~ as empirical, and all a priori 

judgments a;.:. analytic• 3 ~ Kant makes an addition to this list 

of judgment by recognising a new type of judgment which is 

synthetic and a ·prior~ at the same tilfle• It is, of course, 

interesting to note that credit to a 9reat extent for this 

discovery of Kant should go to a person who would himself 

oppose the characteJ:isation of ju,dgment as 1 synthetic a 

priori 1 • 'lhe brill1ant and consistent approach of .Hume to 

the problem df universal causation was a great help to Kan.t 
• 

i 
in hitting upon the idea of synthetic a priori judgment. 

I • 

'!his is clear from I<ant 1 s own confession that it was Hume 1 s 

attack on the law of' causaticn which 1 aroused him ·fran his 

dogmatic slumbers' 4 • Let us d~1ell upon this point at sane · 

length. 



HUrne makes an exhaustive ~d exclusive distinction ~tween 

two kinds of propositions v.i~., necessary and.contingent. 

"All the objects of human reason or enquiry''• H.lrne holds,-
. 

"may naturally be divided into two kinds, to wit, Relation 

of Ideas, and Matters of Fact. Of the first kind are the 

4 

sciences of Geometry,, Algebra, and Arithmatic, and in short, 

every affirmation whlch is either intuitively or 

demonstrably certain ••• propositions of this kind are 

discoverable by the mere operation of thought, without 
. . 

dependence on what Ls anywhere e'xistent in the universe ••• 

Matters of fact, whJ.c:h are the. second oojects of human reason, 

are not asc·ertained in the same manner1 nor is our evi:dence 

of their t'ruth, however great:, of a like nature with the 

foregoing. The contrary of every matter of fact. is still 

possible1 because it can never .imply. a contradiction, and 

is conceived by the mind with the sa:ne facility and 

distinctness, as if ever so confonnable to reality115 • 

' An essential feature of Hurne ~ s analysis of the causal 

prin~iple, •every ev•ant has a cause• is that he denies this 

principle to :be id~t;ical in 'status with the .mathematical 

propositions. Mathematical propositions are necessary. 

They can nat be deniE!d withcut self-contradiction. But 

.. 
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tJ;d~ is not the case with tbe aaus.a.l principle. We have 

no right to infer the effect fran the existence of an 
I 

antecedent event. No logical principle justifies our 

j Qlrney frcm the cause to the effect. No event in itself, 

Hume assert~, implies. the eXiatence of· any other. 1he 

causal principle can be known only a .posteriori. 

5 

This view of Hume has been anticipated by Spinoza. He 

is of the opinion that 1 there is no kind of reciprocal 

influence between the physical and the mental and no reason 

why bodias should thin~ ('.);' m,ind $hould have bcxiies •6 • 

Leyden rightly holds tnut if' • this view is generalised one 

might argue that there is no "!!ore than a concommitance 

between certain physical event and a corresponding mental 

one, but never a· ne•::essary or any other kind of connection 1 7• 

Hlrne • s analysis of the causal principle really pose~ a 

challenge to the validity of science itself. TO accept this 
I 

challenge is to show that we can have synthetic a priori 

judgments, in the sense in which Hume has denied it. To see 

how Kant performs the difficult task of combining necessity 

or a priority and syntheticity together let us follow the 

convenient p~ocedure of discussing certain ~mportant 

distinctions and r~levant relations. Kant has made two 
I 

divisions, on~ is between a priori and em~irical or a 

posteriori and the other is between synthetic and ·analytic. 

Both these divisions are exclusive arid exhaust! ve. Let: us 

.. 
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start with the first one. 

A priori and a posteriori : Kant .is not th~ first man 

to make the distinc·tion between a priori and a posteriori 

or empirical. Albert saxony has made it in the foorteenth 

6 

century. But Kant • s .way of making the distinct~ on is quite 

different. Of the taro forms of knowledge, a priori aqd 

empirical, the former deserves special at tent ion since it 

crosses the limit of whtl1: is d;Lrectly known by sense 

-perception. Clue to Kant;' s distinct lon betwec.:!n a priori 

and a posi:er.iori is SJ.i·..ren in just t\vO sentences J • In 

respect of ·time all lmowl(-:dge begins with experience. · But 

it doe3 not therP-.fore foll.OI..,r.that i·t all. arises frcm 

0 experience' • It .indicates that there is knO\iledge which 

begins with experience and also aris·~s out of experience, 

and again knowledge which begins TtJith but does not arise 

out of, experienca.Knowledge of the first kind is empirical 

and of the second kind a priori • 

. 'lhis distinction like the one between analytic and· 

.syn~hetic is very much importdi"lt for Kant 1 .3 thesis tha·t 

some judgments are ·synthetic a pr.ior:L. For making this 
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distinction clear Kant has given definition and also 

crit:i.erion of a pri•:>ri knowledge or truth. But 'inspite .of 

this there is r~ason to Cloubt wl;lether Kant h
1

as been s~coess

fui in making the concept o£ •a.priori' clear just with .:he 
.. 

help· of this definiti.on WlQ o·rit.e:rrion .. 
I 

Th~ failure may ~ 

due to the fact that 11under the condept of 1 a·pri~i~ Kant 

has included so many charactEllristics which do not seem : 
I 

necessariJfy tof\~o:;~ether 11 • A$ we proceed further, it will be 

" evident that· in fact, iii most of the cases, Kant goes beyond 

his definition and ~~riterian to decide whether a given truth 

is a priori or nOt. 

Kant defines a priori knowledge as that which is 

independent of experience and even of all sense-impressicas. 

Here the tenn • independent • should not be interpreted i·~ the 

psychological sense. Kant has clearly said that temporally 
0 

no knowledge ;can PFecede experience. What Tt want~ t? mean 

is that aq a priori judgment is not accepted ca the evidence 

of experience. en the contrary, \oJe may say that an empirical 

judgment is that which is accepted only on the ·evidence of 

experience. 

The definition of •a priori• judgma~t given by Kaqt 
I • 

is not as. much cleru:- as is' required to distinguish i 
: I ! 

infalliabiy. a priori fran empirical judgments. Perhaps', 

Kant was aware of that. He felt the necessity of stat.ing 

.. 
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scme criteria. ' 1 In all changes of the material world, the 

9 
quantity of matte1~ in the universe remains unchanged" is· 

an example of a priori judgment given by Kant. But unless 

we· assume that the concept of • permanency • is deduci l;)le frQn 

the concept of 'mat teL-' we cannot qecessarily say that t}Je 

proposition can be known to be brue without ·empirical 

evidence. 

It is suggested that; a priori judgments .are 1 lC)Jically 1 

independent of experience. &~t the use of the word 

'logically' does not seem to improve the situation. We may 

say that there is· a relation of logical independence between 

tv10 propositions if the truth or falsity of the one is not 

affected by that of thtrl o-ther. Now to show the relation of 
• 

logical independence btJtween a priori judgments and 

experiepce we shou.Ld say that a judgment is a priori if it 

is logic<~lly independent of all judgments which describe 

experience, i.e., all empirical judgments. 'l'hus in order 

to ascertain that there is a relation of logical 

independence betwet:m a given judgmt:!LJ t and experience we . 
have to· know before!hand which judgments are a priori and 

which are empirical by some other way. Thus to try to 

distinguish an a priori jud}Jment from an empirical one· by 

using the relaticm of logical independence is to beg ti·1e 

question. 
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"Kant believes that neces.si ty and strict universality, 

although not used in his definitions of a priori judgments, 

are. jointly and separately, adequate tests of their a 

priori character1110 • He has used necessity and strict 
I 

universality as two separate infalliable marks vf a pri?ri 

judgments with the hope t~at by applying these criteria we 

would be il"l a position to distinguish ··between a priori· and 

empirical judgments. Without examiniJ.tion Kant assumes that 

necessity and strict un1versa.lity can not be derived fran 

experience. This exactly ~nat Hume atso believes. After 

"' 

making that assumption Kant goes on to hold that if any 

judgment has the charaoteri~tic of being necessary and . 

universal, it is not du.a:·ive'~ from experie.poe. In otherwords, 

it is a priori. 

But what do we achieve here 1 We fail to show that 

necessity or universal! ty is a criterion for distinguishing 

between a priori and empirical judgments. First Kaqt assumes 

that necessi.ty or universality is n·.")t derived frcm . 
experience, 'which amounts to saying that empirical 

judgments are not necessary or universal. '!hen he holds 

that necessary or universal judgments are not empirical, 

i.e., they are a priori. From t~his we can not say tha~ a 

judgment is a pri9ri because it is necessary or universal. 

Let ·us now cr.:>me to the meaning of necessity and 

universality. A judgment is necessary, Kant holds, if the 
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opposite of it is inconceivable. And a judgment is strictly 

universal if an exception to'it is impossible. Now let us 

apply these criteria upon the following judgments a 

(a) 

(b) 

all metals expand when heated; and 
I 

.all animals take food. 

It can not be denied that these judgments have not yet 
. 

been found to be false. We have not met any contrary 

instance. But Kan-t will not .recognise them to be necessary 

or universal. It is true that Hume also will not take them 
I I . 

to be ·necessa.t:y. But how are we to decide that their 

opposite i,s conceivable or that they do adm.i·t of aJ? exception ? 

We can not appeal to experience, for experience; accordi~g to 

Kant, can not teach us necessity. Secondly, in experience 

we have not yet found any exception and so just depending 
' . ~ 

upon experience we can not say that an exception is possible. 

Neither can we appeal to the law of contradiction or 

any other law. of logic, for the simple reason that acc~;rding 

to Kr:tnt, all a prior.i judgrpente are not justified by the law 

of contradiction (or~~ may.say by logical laws). 

~· 

We thus. lead to the position that before we· come td 

know any judgment to be necessary or universal we know it 

to be a priori on t9e basis of soma ground other than 
. . 

necessity or strict universality. The universal· causal · 

principle, for example, is a priori not because it is 
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necessary, in the sense explaine~ but r&ther beoau~e it is 

an assumption of the possibility of experience itself. 

This is the stanO. which Kant adopts in the case of a priori 

concepts al::; o. Spaoe and time, for example, are a priori 

and not empirical because they make experience possible. ·· It 

may ,be noted' heEe that warnock11 has fecognised the 
~ 1 

universal causal principle to be •a priori' but he does not 
I 

call it necessary. He has accepted this principle to be a 

priori on i a different ground. 'llfe causal principle is a 

prio~i since it· can not be refuted by experience. But 

experience can not refute it,' Wamock holds_. not because it 

is necessary but because it is uninformative! or vacuous~ '. 

J 

Analytic and. synthetic a 

All judgments, holds kant, are either analytic or 

synthetic, there is no third ~1 ternati~.re. In this respect 

Kant agrees with Leibniz and Hume. Though Leibniz anct Hume 

do not actuaily use these 
1 
terms, the foreshadow of Kant •.s 

' 
dist·ihcticn is found in th~ distinct! on be1a1een • 'l'rut hs. o~ 

' i 

Reason and TJ."'Uths o]! Faot • :and also 1in the distinqtioo : 
I 

between ·~ei~tions of Ideas and Matters of Fact•. It :is 

interesting to note that though Kant, Leibniz and Hume do 

. I 
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not differ on the essential nature of analytical judgment and 

though the. pair of terms in the three distinctions ar~ used 

as contradictory· te.rms, Kant 1 s distinction is different 

from that of the others. But let us confine oursel v.es to 

Kant•s distinction. 

~ 

Kant holds that in all judgments where the relaticn of 

a subject· to the predicate is thought, this re~ation is 

possible in two different ways. :•Either the predicate B 

bel~ngs to the subject A, as sQ'TJewhat which is contaiaed 

(tho~gh cove~tly) in the conception A; or the predicate B 

lies completely out of the conception A, although it 

stands in connecticn with it. In the first instance, I 

term the judgment analytical, in the second,· syntheticcil. 

Analytical judgments (affirmative) are therefore those in 

which the connect. ion of the predicate with the subject -is 

cogitated through identity; those in tvhich this connection 

is cogitated without ident·i ty, are called synthetical 

judgments 1112 • 

'lliere are ph.ilosophers like QJ.ine13 who do not admit 
• 

of the syn·thetic-analytic1 distinction of judgments and all 

who recognise such a distinction of judgments do not agree 
• 

with the ~tian way of making this di·stinction.. The main 

objections against the Kantian distiq.ction bet:neen 

synthetic and analytic judgments are, according to ~mer, two, 
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"first that Kant considu.rs only. aubj eat-predicate judgments 

and :secondly that his definition of an analytic judgment as 

one whose· ~ubject contains its predicate is metaphorical and 

14 therefore·· too vague" • 

'Ihus· Ka'lt • s definition of analytical judgment is both 

too vague and too narrow. 'lbese obj actions are not baseless 

but they are not very·1' serious; we may get rid of them. 'lhe 

definition is vague, since a term of a judgment can not be 

contained in another term in the sense in which a physical . 
object can be in another physical object. We may say,· 

however, that the ·predicate is contained in the subject in 
II 

the sense that the predicate does not go beyond the sub:ject. 
' I 

To get the predicate we need not depend upoo experience; we 

get it simply thro.lgh an analysis of the subject •. '.Ibis 

means that an analytical judgment is· uninformative or 

vacuous. 

'lhe objecticn of too narrovmess can also be removed. 

Apart from a. definition, Kant has gi\ren a criterion of 

analytical judgment. An ana!y·tical judgment, Kant holds, 

is such that it can not be denied without self-contra~lc-

tion~ Analytical judgmen'l:s are log.i!cally necessary for· 
. ' . 

they 'are justified by the ~ ~ <'lw of' contradiction 1 • 'lbus· we 

may reconstr\;!Ct the definition Of analytical judgment as J 

A judgment is analytical if .its denial involves self 

-con·tradicti6n. 'D"lis defini.tion applies even to those 
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judgment's which are not in the subject ... pre<Ucate foJ:m. 

Kant, perhaps, thinks that once we have the •criterion• 

we can without difficulty ascertain whether the predicate of 

a given judgment is c~tained in the subject of th~.t 

judgment, iee., ~rhether the jud9111ent is analytic or not~ 

But is it realiy so ? 'Ihe judgn1ent :• 7 + S = 12 • is 
l.il 

analytic'al according to Hume. Hwne thinks that the denial 

of it inlvol ves self contradictioo. But strangely enough, 

Kant does not think this denial·to be self-contradictory. 

It seems that whether th..e denial of a judgment involves 

self-contradiction is to be determined by whether the 
i 

preq.tcate of that judgment goes beyond the 1subject of it. 

The case being so, the criterion fails to perform the 

function it is supposed to do. 

In the·cas~· of synthetical judgm~1ts the predicate 

goes beyond the subject. We can not get the predicate just 

th.t·ough an analysis of the subject. Such judgments ex~end 

our knowledge. They can not be justified by the law of 

contradiction (or, let us say, by· logical laws). 

Kant has not explicitly stated' any criterion of 

synthetical jUdgments. But. as Kant thinks such judgments to 

be contradictory of the analytical ones, we rna~ use a , 

negative· criterion. One might say, a judgment is synthetical 
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if its denial is not ~ contradiction in te.rms. But as it 

is not clear when the denial of e judgment involves 

self-contradiction, we are again brought to the· difficulty · 

that we have faced in case of analyt.i.cal judgments. 

L..- III J 

I 
Let us now 'see what 'Kant means by synthetic a priori 

judgments and how they are possible. But before we do that 

we may note one interesting point that though Kant and Hume 

agree on so many points, one of them admits and the ether 

denies the possiDility of synthetic a prio~i judgments. 

The points :of si~larities and differencesibetween them 
I 

wili be of _great help in answering the question a How does 

Kant perform the difficult job of combining the terms 

•a priori• and •synthetic' together- or, what ·does he mean 

by synthetic a priori judgments ? BObh of them believe 

that experience can not teach us necessity. 'lhey believe 

a priori judgments to be .necessary. Again, they hold that 

all analytical judgments are necessary on the ground that 

·their denial involves self-contradiction. ~ey have taken 
• 

• analytical' to be the cori't;:radictory of • synthetical'' . and, 
I 

'a, prio~i' :Of • empirical'. 

.1 3. APR tS95 
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In spite of thelse points of ~reement Hume do~s not· 

think synthetic a priori judgments to be pdssible. First, 

to him all a priori judgmentu ~re analytic~ and so they are 

justified by the law of contradiction (or~ we· should better 

say, by laws of logic). 'llie synthetical judgments, accord.;Lng 

to both Hume ·and Kant, aJre not so justified. Second,. accord-

ing to Hurne. all synthetical judgment_s are about matters of 

fact and so they "are erl:\prirical. What )is empirical can not 

be a priori. Third, Hume thinks that there is <nly one 

kind of necessity, in the true sense of the term. 'lliis 

necessity is intrins:lc necessity f'ound in analytical 

propositions. The z:tecessity of the analytical judgments 

• follows frcrn the meaning of the terms occuring in them. 

I 
If we agree with Hume's beliefs and assumptions, we 

have reason to accept his conclusion that there is no 

'. · synthetic a priori judgment. 

Let us see how Kant differs from Hurne. (1 ) For .Kant 

all analytical' judgments are a priori but all a priori 

judgments are not analytical. He uses the concept of 

• a priori • in such a ·wide sense that it does not necessarily 

exclude synthetical judgments. (2) Kant does not use tlie 

' I 

,words 1synthetical' ~1d •empirical' as identical •. The 

judgments which state the general condition~ or principles 

of the possibility of experience are syn·t.hetical,. but they 

.. 



are ·not empirical. So synthetic judgments can be a priori. 
I 

(3) Kant recognises a new kind of necessity which is 

different from the necessity fOUl1d in the analytical 

judgments. 'Ihis is whu.t is ·called •ttcmscendent~ nece

ssity•. ·'lhe general principl~ of causa.t!on is synthetical 

but it is: necessary· too, in the sense th~t it is one ~f the 

organisin9 principles of experience, andf for that matter, 

of the physical sciences. ~ can not have the phys~ciil 

sciences without this principle. This necessity, it might 

be said, is imposed upOn something fr;cn \d.thout. 

0 

Kant • s synthetic a priori judgments can not· be logically 
. I 

neceE;tsary for the simple reason that they ~e not analytic. 

They must: be necessary or a priori in a different sense, a 

new sense~ 'Ihis new sense can be made clear if we follow 

his treatment of the principle of universal causation, 

• every event has a cause •, which is recognised by him as a 

synthetic a priori judgment. It is clear that Kant•s 

synthetic. a priori judgments; in the q;itigue of PUre 

&~asop., are not self-eviden~ truths. If they were so, Kant 

would not haye to take so muah pain to prove them. l?toof, 

of oOu.t:sei, dbes not mean lllere what .:Lt generally. means. 
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Kant's proo~ of synthetic a priori judgments does not start 

from some self-evident premises, but from some conting~t, 
' . 

though very general, f&ots about the way in which human 

mind works. 'lhus Kant 1 :!.1 syni~hetic a priori judgments are 

• transcendentally a priori • and not 'absolutely a priori.'. 

This, of course, does not mean that Kant's synthetic a 

priori judgments are transcendentally a priori in his other 

• critiques 1 ·also. 

Though we have synthetic a priori judgments, the range 

of such judgments, Kant admits in the Critigye of ~ 

Reason, is very limited. We ha~e synthetic a priori 

judgments so far we are concerned about objects of possible 

sense-perception. 1 'lhe mcrnent YOU try tO L>pply these a 

priori propositions to objects like God and the soul, which 

could not possibly be perceived by the senses, they lose all 

intelligible meaning •. 'Ihis is because Kant 1 s synthetic a 

priori propositions are 'principles of organisation or 

connexion which convert a chaotic mass of sensations into 

the perception of ostensibly a world of permanent exte,nded 

law-abiding dbjects• 15 • 

The judgment •every event ha$ a cause• is synthetic 

' for in the donception of an event we do not, Kant asserts,. 
I 

cogitate the conception of a cause. But thi!' judgment ~-s 
! ' 

not necessary in the sense that its denial is a contradiction 
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in terms. this universal law of causa~ion is necessary or 
' 

a priori in .the sense that it states a condition or assump-

t~on of ~he ·po~sibility of the objects of perception, of 

theoretical :knowledge, 'lhQ way we are donsti~uted, we.must 
• 

assume the causal principle to be true ;l.;f we are to expl~in · 

the pos;3ibility of human experience. 'rbu~ the causal 

principl~ has no intrinsic necessity of its own; i'tl is 

necessary or a:·pri ori only in the transcfi'ndent al sense .• 

Kant's synthetic a priori judgments are Statements of the 

conditions of tpe possibility of objects themselves. 

Now. if we ar.,e to reach any conclusion from the above 

consideratiOns of Hume and Kant, the reason~le conclusion 

seems to be that two different but not opposed theses have 

been upheld by Kant and Hume on different sets of. premises; 

so none can be proved false on the strength of' the other. 

Kant has not' done, as it is sometimes thought, what Hume 

has failed to do, remaining· within the same framework in 

\tJhich Hume worked. l<ant })as been successful end Hume has 
i • 

failed, to combine the terms 'synthetic' and •a priorii 

together on :different grounds. But we may mention one 

point which 'will, perhaps, add an extra weight to ~t•s 
I • 



thes~s, •some judgments are synthetic a priori•~ This point 

·is that knowledge is scmething more than uncicnnected brute 

facts of experience. I't is something to be organised. · ·rw.s 
I 

stand has ·also been taken by ·the ·Gestalt psychologists who 

interpret perception to be a case of organi~ation. Xhis 
' . 
' 

organisation ·requirc3s a principle which is ,not itself one of 

the items :·to be organised. It is to be supplied by the 

organiser hJ:,nself. Every organisatioo points to a ~yond. 

Kant's synth~ic a priori judgments are principles of 

organisation,: cohstitutive principles of human experience. 
;.i' 

This fact of organisation may be counted as a point for 

prefering Kant's thesis that there are synthetic a priori 

judgmen~s. 

. .. 
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